Luxaflex®
Modern Roman Shades

NEW Fabric Collection
Discover our innovative take on a traditional blind

The perfect alternative to a standard Roman Shade, Luxaflex Modern Roman Shades offer an intelligent cordless design for a clean aesthetic and enhanced child safety. With no exposed rear cords, this modern shade combines innovative operating systems with luxurious, soft fabric folds.
No Exposed Cords

Featuring a cordless design, Luxaflex Modern Roman Shades are unlike any other Roman Shade on the market. With no exposed cords or lifting cords on the back of the shade, it provides a neat and discreet exterior appearance and the ultimate in child safety.

Rolling Style

Previously known as Traditional and Tailored, the Rolling Style design allows the shade to neatly roll up into the headrail to provide an unobstructed outside view through.

Fabric Style

Designed to retain a consistent appearance with every use, the Rolling Style design is available in two fabric styles: full fold and flat fold.

Full fold and flat fold are available in all fabric ranges.

Full Fold (Previously known as Traditional)
Features 100mm soft contoured fabric folds to add a level of dimension at the window.

Flat fold (Previously known as Tailored)
Features 150mm flattened fabric folds, reminiscent of the batten-style Roman Shades for a sleek aesthetic.
Precise Engineering
When lowering the shade, the fabric kicks off from the front of the rotator rail. When the shade is fully lowered, the shade kicks back toward the window for enhanced privacy and minimised light leakage.

Uniform Appearance
Fabric covered head rail and bottom rail are a standard feature on the Modern Roman Shade, ensuring a uniform finish from the top to the bottom.

Light & Privacy Control
Effortlessly raise or lower the soft Modern Roman Shades using one of our innovative operating systems to control the level of light and privacy. Raise the shade for natural sunlight or completely lower the shade for privacy and room darkening.
Beautiful Fabrics
Sourced from across the globe and engineered to provide years of beauty, Modern Roman Shades fabric collection has an extensive range of premium weaves and luminous textures.

Durable & Low Maintenance
Made from finely crafted 100% polyester fabrics, Modern Roman Shades are highly durable, easy to maintain and clean.

Seamless Coordination
For harmonisation throughout the home, pair Modern Roman Shades with Luxaflex® Duette® Shades and Luxaflex® Luminette® Privacy Sheers.

Opacity Options
Customise the level of light and privacy required through the selection of three distinct opacities – Sheer, Translucent and Room Darkening.
All fabric ranges are available in translucent and room darkening opacities, except for the Leela range. Leela is the only fabric range available in the Sheer fabric opacity.

Sheer
Softly filters sunlight and offers a view through the window, whilst maintaining a discreet level of privacy.

Translucent
Creates a soft, ambient light by filtering harsh light and dispersing it evenly throughout the room, whilst still providing daytime privacy.

Room-Darkening
Provides maximum light and privacy control, perfect for bedrooms, media rooms and home theatres.
Luxaflex® Modern Roman Shades

Soft contoured fabric folds add dimension at the window.

Cordless design for enhanced child and pet safety.
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The shade neatly rolls up into the headrail when raised.

Fabric covered bottom rail for a premium finish.
Refeshed Fabric Collection

Evolving to reflect current design trends, the refreshed Modern Roman Shades Fabric Collection provides an enhanced and diverse offering designed to suit any modern or traditional Australian interior style.

The refreshed collection consists of 6 fabric collections: including the new Sheers Collection, luxurious Castillo Collection, the classic Linens Collection, dimensional Modern Textures Collection, raw Naturals Collection and the popular Silks Collection. With 114 stunning fabric options in an extensive assortment of colours and textures, there is a Modern Roman Shade to suit any personality.
NEW! Leela

The Leela fabric range adds a new sheer opacity to the Modern Roman Shades collection. Leela is our first ever sheer Modern Roman fabric, and is available only in the sheer opacity. Leela fabric’s texture offers a striking balance between rustic charm and modern lines. Available in 6 understated hues, Leela is a great choice for defusing natural light and adding a soft elegance into your décor.
NEW! Villa

Villa is luxurious in tone, representing a 3x3 basket type weave texture. Designed with opulence in mind, this collection is sure to add some drama to any home interior space in 6 striking colour tones.
NEW! Silk Road
Silk Road features a 2 tone jacquard weave design, adding a three-dimensional element at the window. Available in 6 natural fabric colours, Silk Road will create a warm and welcoming atmosphere.

NEW! Twain
Twain fabric’s sophisticated sheen and contemporary flair has been enhanced with a refreshed colour palette. The Twain fabric range offers distinct vertical yarns that are intertwined to develop various depths of colour.
NEW! Belfast Linen

Belfast Linen fabric range is a textured linen fabric that features real depths in the yarn to provide a simple yet raw and rustic design. A versatile backdrop, Belfast Linen is available in 9 elegant colourways.
Sheer Linen

A beautifully understated range, Sheer Linen features a subtle linen weave to create a timeless look. Available in 6 natural tones.

Linen Weave

With a fusion between traditional and contemporary home design, Linen Weave achieves the perfect linen look with a subtle woven texture. Available in 9 on-trend colours.

Newport Linen

The next look in the linen style, offering a cross textured appearance in 3 colours.

= Local fabrication

Luxaflex® Modern Roman Shades
NEW! Cascade

Cascade has a subtle lineal texture inspired by classical design and a fresh, rich colour palette. Whitewashed and subtlety are at play with bright and optimistic accents creating a collection that is, in its nature, both liveable and alive with possibilities. Cascade is available in 6 colours including silver, grey and blue tones.
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Modern Textures Collection

Bridalveil  Bashful  Shimmer  Kilauea  Slate  Niagara
NEW! Marrakesh
Marrakesh fabric range was inspired by the rich Moroccan architecture. Available in 6 neutral colour tones, Marrakesh is bold and luxurious with an almost iridescent finish. It is a versatile selection for accentuating any interior.

Brooklyn Tweed
The Brooklyn Tweed range is a soft, yet intense blend of rich texture and a classic linear pattern.

Drake
The Drake fabric range consists of a soft earth tone colour palette with a rich texture and subtle sheen.
Prairie

The most subtly textured fabrics in the Naturals Collection. With rich woven textured fabrics, Prairie offers 4 different and visually stunning colours.

Dove  Feather  Palomino  Bison
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Pampa
Reminiscent of a varying grass bed, the Pampa fabric range is a bold and dynamic fabric range consisting of 4 various earth toned hues and woven textures.

Savannah
The Savannah fabric range is sure to make a striking statement on any window. It features a larger weave variation of the Pampa fabric range, with a mixture of earth marsh tones that offset its woven texture.
Jewelstone

Jewelstone is a modern organic semi-sheer fabric range with refined horizontal finish. Available in 6 contemporary colours.

Silk Collection
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Etched
A range that really confirms the mantra ‘less is more’, as the soft, yet intense fabric texture speaks for its self. Etched fabric is an ultra-modern range, which consists of a neutral and sophisticated colour palette.

India Silk
The fabric range features subtle texture and sheen, with an offering of contemporary colours that consist of earth tone hues that glimmer in the natural light.

Shantung
The traditional and understated raw silk look is what the Shantung range presents. Its delicate fabric finish is available in 6 soft and elegant fabric colours.
Innovative Operating Systems

Designed for simplicity, ease of use and enhanced child safety, the Modern Roman Shades offer smart lifting solutions to suit any home and lifestyle. Pair Modern Roman Shades with our innovative cordless lifting systems such as the exclusive Luxaflex® PowerView® Motorisation, Ultraglide® and LiteRise Operating Systems to further enhance child safety.

LiteRise System
A completely cordless manual operation with added child and pet safety benefits.

PowerView® Motorisation
This brilliant wireless operating system gives homeowners the power to control and schedule Modern Roman Shades from their smart phones, tablets or a remote control.

EasyRise System
This continuous cord loop system features a loop that remains the same length no matter where you position the shade. The cord mounts to the window frame for enhanced child safety.

Ultraglide® System
Features a single retractable pull cord system that remains a constant length for enhanced child safety.